True Challenge to Alternative Medicine
By Johan Sebastian Von Burnikas
I had the great pleasure to go to Norway for a recent Alternative Medicine mini-conference. Norway was
beautiful and the people very nice. We had lunch with a young girl who said apologetically that she did
not have the SCIO but instead used the Life system. I told her of the new revelation that the Life system
has now been found to be fraudulent. They falsely registered it as biofeedback when in fact it measures
nothing. The misbranding and fraudulent false marketing of the Life system has now become openly
known.
I told her if you want proof it does not measure anything and is thus fraudulent then just see if you can
see any measure of ECG, EEG, GSR or any biofeedback function. Does the device know if it is on or off a
patient? She said she already knew the device measures nothing. She knew it was fraudulent. Then I told
her that clinical tests of the SCIO versus the Life system showed just how well the SCIO works and just
how badly the Life system works. Scientific tests by medical doctors have shown the Life system does
not recognize any valid reactions and it was found to be only as effective as placebo. In other words the
LIFE system is just an expensive box with nothing in it.
There is no research on the Life system, no publications, no university instruction and absolutely no
medical validity or verification. The SCIO has had over 200 peer reviewed publications spanning 20 over
20 years in ISSN medical journals and it is taught in accredited Medical Universities. The SCIO studies
have appeared in 85 certified medical university textbooks the ultimate in validity. When we asked the
Life system people for validity and verification they said they have none. The said and I quote “If you
want verification and validity then the Life system is not for you”.
Then who is the Life system for if it has no validity, no science, false registration, and fraudulent claims?
Well it seems that there is more. In the next room was a large display of fraudulent devices. The Imago
sensitive, Oberon, Introspect, Delta, Physiospect all have been found to make excessive fraudulent
claims. We investigated these devices and found absolutely no scientific explanation of how they
worked. There was no medical device CE mark, just safety testing that they fraudulently represented as
a medical claim mark. There was no clinical test, no double blinds, no publications and no credible
university would touch these magical bogus systems.
The Life systems and the other group of fake medical device con-artists all put down Desire’ Dubounet
who was making a presentation on real science. Desire’ presented clinical validity, medical claim
verification, university testing, and publication in certified medical textbooks. All of the frauds
companies had to slander her. The Life system especially slandered her, the same people that praised
her such as Ryan Williams who honored Desire’ when he sold SCIO systems. Then he ran up an unpaid
bill for over 400,000 US dollars. The police were called in when he took customer money from SCIO
customers after being put on COD by the company. Police charges of bunko fraud were levied against
Ryan and so rather than pay the SCIO company 400,000 dollars he went to sell the Life system.

The Life system started when Chris Keser who sold SCIO’s forged his name onto 35 checks made out to
the SCIO Company. Hungarian criminal charges of forging were made by the police. The Life system is
designed to look like the SCIO and they sell to uneducated people who do not have the ability to tell
what science or registration is. Go to http://joeparker-medical.blogspot.com/2011/07/open-letter-toworld-exposing-life.html to read more from an inside employee of the Life systems people.
The Russian devices have such a sordid history of fraud it is a very black eye to the field of alternative
medical community. They slander Desire’ but when we investigated the Life system and the Russian
devices we found there was no real medical staff, no real scientists no real statisticians, or real medical
publication staff working for them. We fully validated that Desire’ was a qualified State of Ohio licensed
health care doctor, she was a real scientist, statistician, and had produced over 200 medical articles and
over 85 certified medical university textbooks. In fact it seemed that everything Desire’ told us checked
out to be truth, and most everything the Life systems and the Russian devices told us was found out to
be lies. The life systems and the other frauds make a living out of a he she said argument. They hope
that no one will try to verify their slanders or their words. But we checked these things out and found an
appalling amount of lies. If you have any comments of concerns about such issues please write to me.
Ryan Williams has no credentials other than a rap as a slick lying salesman would not know a photon
from a proton. His stupid video on wave forms just points out how little he knows. How does the wave
form relate to an organ? He does not explain that because he has no explanation. He says his Life system
measure the body which it does not. When we spoke he spent more time telling lies about Desire’ than
explain how his system worked. Desire has published over 20 years of books, patents, articles, research
movies, videos describing the process that Ryan cannot even understand.
I personally know Desire’ and her battle to help people find the freedom to choose is an outstanding
achievement. The lies and slander about her told by competitors making a living selling fraudulent
medical devices with lies and innuendo is a discredit to the profession. Desire’ is dedicated to the
science, the research, the publication, the freedom and the honor of the field of natural medicine. I have
watched her now for years with dedication and due diligence defend natural medicine. But these liars
cheats and fraudulent con-artists who slander her are a disgrace to the industry.
After this entire discussion the young girl said she knew that Ryan was a pathological liar. She knew the
Life system was fraud. She knew that Ryan’s slander of Desire’ was just sales. She said she remembered
Ryan when he sold SCIO and he applauded Desire’ for her courage. But in face of all of this she sells the
Life system. I said sales allow you to participate in lies, slander and fraud. She said well she nobody really
cares in Norway. I said well just because you drive over the speed limit and don’t get caught it does not
make it legal. I called up the Norwegian authorities and in fact they do care about such fraudulent
devices and bogus medical claims. And EC registration of a biofeedback device means it better do
biofeedback.
I thought that the field of natural medicine was going to be one of purity, ethics and honor. When in fact
it is filled with counterfeit fraudulent devices sold to people with magical invalidated unverified claims.
Till the industry itself takes an active role is stopping such claims are killing this industry. And to allow

these conmen to then slander the ones fighting hardest to help the industry is also not helping us. This
industry of natural medicine abounds with disreputable con-men making a living lying about others.
In a search for truth if you have any opinions to discuss or to explain about these issues please let us
know. But please be specific and restrain comments against sexual freedom of choice. This should not
be an issue.

